
easily identify mixtures that are relevant via built-in search
protect your mixture formulas with the randomize algorithm
generate unique formula identifier (UFI) in SAP
assign EU Product Categories as described by ECHA
run validation rules to ensure data is compliant with PCN
create notifications that meet the IUCLID format requirements
submit notifications via system-to-system integration (S2S)
keep an overview of products that require a PCN dossier
manage submissions to the ECHA PCN Submission Portal
within your in-house SAP ERP system
integrate creation and submission of PCN dossiers in your
business processes via process automation

With EPN for EU PCN format, you can:

Importers and downstream users placing
hazardous mixtures, classified for health
and physical hazards, within the European
Economic Area (EEA) are obliged to
submit a notification compliant with the the
poison centre notifications requirements.

EHS  PRODUCT  NOTIFICATION

EU PCN Format
opesus EHS Product Notification (EPN) for EU PCN format is a comprehensive solution
that supports the end-to-end process of poison centre notifications (PCN) to fulfill the legal
obligation in the context of CLP Article 45, Annex VIII.

Article 45 of the CLP Regulation
implements an EU-wide requirement for
harmonized information for notifications to
poison centres in the EU and EEA that is
used for emergency health response.

SOLUTIONS

What is the CLP Art. 45, Annex VIII?

Is your company affected?

Efficiently Manage PCN Dossiers
Approve and automatically submit notifications using process automation
Validation rules and checks easily identify data gaps
Look up generated notifications for countries and their latest status
PCN ruleset checks if changes in formula require new PCN notifications

Protect Confidential Business Information

Cost-Effective TCO

Configure system to generate different UFIs for products that use the same formula
Generate UFIs using different company keys or VAT IDs
Create dossiers with submitter details that match the legal entity of your labels
Built-in randomize algorithm converts compositions into ranges that are compliant 
Use generic product identifier (GPI) to group coloring agents or perfumes

opesus EPN runs within your SAP EH&S - no external software interfaces 
Extensive out-of-the-box mapping to allowed ECHA values is provided for various
content providers such as Verisk 3E (formerly SAP ERC) and Sphera
Software can be configured to meet your requirements without modifications, hence
it is easy to stay up-to-date with our provided maintenance



Great functional fit. 
EPN is feature-rich and configurable 

Innovated by technical and subject-matter experts.
We work closely with authorities, industrial associations,
and leading companies.

Market-leading solution for SAP customers.
More than 70 customers are using EPN.

opesus provides SAP-based software solutions and consulting that allow companies to run a
sustainable business. Our extensive product development and deep technical expertise

allows us to offer effective and efficient technical solutions. Our team is highly competent,
flexible, professional, and committed to the success of our customers.

The innovative architecture allows the opesus EPN engine to support various product
notification formats. This allows customers to choose which formats they wish to
license and when they would like to license them.

opesus EHS Product Notification (EPN) helps customers fulfill their legal obligation for
product notifications by leveraging data in their SAP ERP.

We make SAP sustainability solutions work!

SAP CONSULTING INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Our experts will help you discover
and resolve problems and

challenges that you're facing

We deliver solutions that
complement and enhance SAP

sustainability solutions.

Our unique strength: deep SAP
software development expertise

combined with regulatory know-how

www.opesus.com

contact@opesus.com
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